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Reviewer's report:

General

The revised article is much improved and addresses most of my previous concerns. It is of great interest to the authors locally as it will help them to improve immunisation uptake within their own patient population but it does not add anything new to the body of literature currently available and simply reinforces what is already known in this field.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Major Compulsory Revisions (that the author must respond to before a decision on publication can be reached)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Minor Essential Revisions (such as missing labels on figures, or the wrong use of a term, which the author can be trusted to correct)

Last paragraph of methods line 2 " A large practice...... at which more than 6 ?audited patients" rather than audits patients

Later in same paragraph I think the word centre is missing from the sentence " additional corroborative information was sought from the immunisation coordinating..."

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Discretionary Revisions (which the author can choose to ignore)

What next?: Accept after minor essential revisions

Level of interest: An article of limited interest

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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